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COMPANY HISTORY
A Distinguished Market Leader
Founded by Ronni Fingold in 1985, Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. has specialized in the sale of
prestigious homes, luxury condominiums, commercial real estate, country properties, estates,
building lots and industrial properties for over 30 years. As a result, Forest Hill trades in over $3 billion
dollars’ worth of real estate transactions annually.
Forest Hill Real Estate is a leader in the Canadian real estate market boasting nearly 40 offices and
over 900 real estate professionals. Forest Hill prides itself on its rich history, reputation of integrity,
customer service and market expertise.
The company’s in-depth understanding of the changing marketplace and the subtle nuances of
completing a real estate transaction are the fundamental principles behind Forest Hill’s success.
Forest Hill knows the neighbourhoods, the marketplace and the art of negotiation and how to satisfy
buyers and sellers alike, with a professional, personal and informed approval.
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OUR MANDATE

THIS IS FOREST HILL YORKVILLE. OUR MANDATE IS OUR PROMISE.
Our Story
In October 2013, the Yorkville Branch was established and opened a gorgeous boutique office
located on Hazelton Avenue, taking the Forest Hill legacy to new heights.
The Yorkville Branch was founded on the following principles
Integrity
We are devoted to servicing our clients with dedication and honesty.
Professionalism
Our experts are committed to the value of customer service.
Culture
We are a community founded upon collaboration and support.
Innovation
We embrace and integrate innovation and technology into the core of our business practices.
Results
Forest Hill strives to achieve quality results for our clients.
Our vibrant culture is committed to
1. Provide an enthusiastic and supportive platform from which real estate professionals
can propel their careers.
2. Assist clients with exceptional and personalized real estate services.
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THE FOREST HILL NETWORK
“My husband and I were very impressed with not only our Forest
Hill Realtor®, but the entire support staff. They went above and
beyond to help us find the right house and walked us through
every step of the closing process making it stress-free! They
provided us with an excellent home inspector and were always
there to answer our questions. We highly recommend the team
to anyone looking to buy or sell a home!”
- Marla B.
Internal Communication for Our Growing Brokerage
Forest Hill Realtors® are in constant communication between branches and colleagues, receiving
frequent updates through our internal communication systems. We are committed to nurturing our
incredible infrastructure to create a truly fantastic corporate culture.
Weekly Office Interface
Collective engagement from our entire team is key to the success of our real estate professionals.
Throughout the company, Realtors® convene to meet leaders in associated industries, learn about
the newest innovations and hone their skills.
Market Update
All Realtors® benefit from a monthly newsletter published by our professional association, with
helpful insights into Toronto’s unique market. Together with our roster of Realtors®, Forest Hill has
cultivated an in-depth knowledge of economic conditions that effect the real estate world.
Broker Bay
Broker Bay is an important component of our robust and engaging online presence. This unique
online interface allows a select number of luxury brokerages in Toronto to view and share Exclusive
Listings, Coming Soons, and Assignment Sales, not available elsewhere.
Feature Sheet Installation
A custom one-page feature sheet is prepared for each listing and displayed next to reception, allowing
all clientele and agents to view our current properties for sale, and inquire for more information.
Digital Signage
Forest Hill Yorkville is proud to provide all listings with 24-hour digital signage, visible to all in-office
and Hazelton Avenue walking traffic. Featured on large flat-screens, this digital force is updated
constantly and shows the interior of a selection of our properties.
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
AFFILIATES
Forest Hill supports many charities, teams and events locally and internationally, recognizing our
responsibility to lend support to the community at large.
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SOCIAL NETWORKING

Forest Hill has a comprehensive understanding of online marketing and social media. A strong
online presence is an important tool in many aspects of real estate. At Forest Hill Real Estate, we
ensure that our online marketing is fresh and strategic, guaranteeing both local and international
brand awareness.
Facebook
Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. Yorkville

Instagram
FHREYorkville

Twitter
FHREYorkville

Google+
Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. Brokerage Yorkville

LinkedIn
Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. Yorkville

YouTube
Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. Yorkville

Pinterest
FHREYorkville

Yelp
Forest Hill Real Estate Village Yorkville

Foursquare
Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. Yorkville

Flickr
foresthillyorkville

Tumblr
FHREYorkville

ar

Active Rain
FHRE Yorkville
Snapchat
FHREYorkville

BE SURE TO FOLLOW US!
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ELECTRONIC MARKETING
ForestHill.com
The Forest Hill website acts as the main hub for its evergrowing and expanding unique locations.
It is a user-friendly website featuring current listings, Realtor® information, open house details,
mortgage and insurance calculators, financial information for Buyers, and a contemporary blog.
The Calculator page features land, mortgage and insurance calculators so that Buyers can
accurately assess their purchase. The Realtor® page allows users to find a specific Realtor®,
search by office or view the full roster. The Media page displays print and online attention focused
on Forest Hill in the past few years.

ForestHillYorkville.com
A stunning culmination of luxury property information and easily accessible browsing
opportunities. The website features available listings and Realtor® information, as well as links to
social media platforms. The Home page displays a banner slideshow of our featured properties.
The Blog is updated regularly, and contains current and exciting updates about Forest Hill Yorkville
events, listings and open houses.
The Intelligence tab takes our clients to a land transfer tax calculator, mortgage calculator
and other helpful links to assist in assessing a move. It also features articles allowing Buyers to
compare the benefits of buying vs renting. Under Listings, our listed properties are displayed. Click
on the Media page to see Forest Hill Yorkville’s impressive advertising presence.

Electronic Outreach
Forest Hill utilizes a client management email service that reaches a wide database of prospective
clientele. It provides a quick and accessible platform for launching new listing announcements
and e-flyers, produces local market updates, and sends out notifications about upcoming open
houses and special events.
Forest Hill maintains a growing recipient address list for electronic marketing. Included in the
recipient list is our roster of Realtors®, thousands of associated Realtors® and vendors, and a
consistently growing list of interested lay people and previous clientele.
A final benefit to email marketing is the availability of in-depth analytics that provide valuable
information for marketing.
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PRINT ADVERTISING
National Post
The world renowned and widely read newspaper,
National Post, features a weekly Forest Hill Real Estate
full page advertisement section in the Saturday Post
Homes.
National Post readers are professional, educated
and affluent, occupying top positions in business.
Additionally, 69% of National Post readers exclusively
read the post, without turning to other publications.

Post City Magazine
Over the past 25 years, Post City has been
committed to producing unique, high-quality
community magazines that report on the news,
real estate and lifestyles of Toronto’s finest areas.
The numerous magazines in the Post group are
delivered straight into the mailboxes of Toronto’s
most sought-after markets. Each month 175,000
copies of the magazine are delivered to Toronto’s
most exclusive enclaves for a total of almost 2 million
copies delivered each year. Forest Hill recognizes
Post City as an important marketing tool, and
produces advertisements each month in the Post
City Magazine.

Epoch Times

VILLAGE
416.488.2875

YORKVILLE
416.975.5588

YONGE ST.
905.709.1800

CENTRAL
416.785.1500

SIGNATURE
416.929.4343

PARKVIEW
416.755.0123

MUSKOKA
1.855.665.1200
KAWARTHAS
705.772.9977

BAYVIEW
416.226.1987

DOWNTOWN (E&W)
416.363.3473

VAUGHAN
905.695.6195

OAKVILLE
905.338.0909

GALLERY OF FINE HOMES WE MARKET INTERNATIONALLY

PRIME EAST ANNEX $7,885,000
SITUATED ON THE CORNER OF LOWTHER AVE & ADMIRAL
RD. 81X106 LOT. CURRENTLY 4 SEPARATE UNITS. CAN
BE CONVERTED TO ITS ORIGINAL GRANDEUR. MANY
ORIGINAL DETAILS INTACT. PRIVATE DRIVE. MUST BE
SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED.
JAY EGAN* OLGA LAPHSINA* 416.488.2875

15 STRATHEARN BLVD $3,295,000
37 TULLAMORE DRIVE $2,499,000
ABSOLUTLEY STUNNING HOME! RENOVATED OP TO YORK MILLS / LESLIE 70’ W/POOL 5+1 BDRM, 4 BATH LARGE
BOTTOM! 4+1 BEDROOMS, GORGEOUS KITCHEN & BATHS. FAMILY HOME! POOL! HOT TUB! GREAT FLOW!
3RD FLOOR COULD ALSO BE MASTER RETREAT.
DEBI STONE* 416-785-1500
JEFFREY WAGMAN*** 416-785-1500

STATELY EDWARDIAN 75’ X 180’ TREED LOT
OVER 5000 SQ FT OF FINE WOOD FINISHES, WALK-OUT
FROM FAMILY ROOM TO LAVISH POOL AREA WITH BUILTIN BBQ, GAS FIRE PIT. BACKS ONTO WINSTON CHURCHILL
PARK. CLOSE TO ALL AMENITIES.
BARBARA JACOBS* 416-488-2875

60 BROOKVIEW DRIVE – NEW LISTING $1,525,000
WONDERFUL 3 BEDROOM FAMILY HOME SITUATED
ON ONE OF THE LARGEST PROPERTIES IN THE AREA,
GORGEOUS PIE SHAPED LOT WIDENS TO 70FT AT BACK
BY 158.54FT. MANY UPDATES THROUGHOUT, HRDWD
FLOORS, STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES, LED POT LIGHTS,
AND MORE! ALAN FELDBERG & RAQUEL FELDBERG, THE
FELDBERG TEAM* 416-785-1500

FOREST HILL

SOLD

CENTRAL

21 TARLTON RD. PRIME LOCATION WEEKEND 2-4 $2,695,000
ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGNED. TRANSITIONAL APPEAL.
FINEST MATERIALS & FINISHES. LARGE PRINCIPAL RMS,
OPEN CONCEPT LR/DR/FAMILY RM. GOURMET KITCHEN 5
BDRMS. LOWER LVL CANTINA/WINE CELLAR. AMPLE PKG.
POOL SIZE LOT. WALK TO EGLINTON, SCHOOLS, BELT LINE++
JULIE GOFMAN* 416.488.2875
RICHVIEW AVE $2,895,000
WONDERFUL 4 BDRM 4 BATH “VILLAGE” HOME. OPEN
CONCEPT MAIN LR/DR – GREAT FOR ENTERTAINING.
SUNKEN FAMILY & W/O TO PRIVATE WEST FACING GDN.
RENOVATED KITCHEN. DIRECT ACCESS TO GARAGE.
EXCELLENT MSTR STE – SOARING CEILING, ENS & LAUNDRY.
REEESA SUD* 416.488.2875

BATHURST/ LAWRENCE SPRAWLING BACK SPLIT
$2,195,000
CUL-DE-SAC! RENO’D 4+ BDRMS 4 BATH ON 50X129
LOT. RENO’D FAMILY SIZE EAT-IN KITCHEN. GAS FPLCE
IN LIVING RM. MN FLR FAMILY RM & DEN. MATURE
TRESS. PERENNIAL GDN. ENLARGED FRONT PORCH.
FAITHE SVERSKY** DANIEL ENGEL* 416.488.2875

12 RIDGEVALE DRIVE – NEW LISTING $1,499,000
PRIME BUILDING LOT MEASURING 50 X 135 BACKING
ONTO RARE GREENSPACE. WONDERFUL 1.5 STOREY
HOME, MAIN FLOOR ADDITION, BASEMENT W/SEPARATE
ENTRANCE. JUST ADD YOUR PERSONAL TOUCHES
AND LIVE IN A CHILD FRIENDLY NEIGHBOURHOOD
W/WALKING DISTANCE TO PLACES OF WORSHIP AND
SCHOOLS. ALAN FELDBERG/RAQUEL FELDBERG, THE
FELDBERG TEAM* 416-785-1500

CONDO

WEST

377 MADISON AVE #104 $799,000
STYLISH ART DECO STYLE NEW CONDO. 2 BDRM
2 BATHS. OPEN PLAN KIT/LR FOR CASUAL LIVING/
ENTERTAINING.
STUNNING
BALC
O’LOOKS
MANICURED COURTYARD. PKG. LKR. CONE GYM +++
JULIE GOFMAN * 416.488.2875

BEAUTIFULLY MAINTAINED BUNGALOW $599,000
QUIET NEIGHBOURHOOD. SET ON DEEP LOT. 3
BDRMS, EAT-IN KITCHEN. LOTS OF POTENTIAL IN
BASEMENT. CENTRAL AIR. GARAGE. DON’T MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY.
ALEX MADRABAJAKIS* 416.488.2875

155 YORKVILLE $659,000
YORKVILLE PLAZA. WELL LAID OUT 1 BEDROOM &
DEN. STATE OF THE ART FINISHES. EXCEPTIONAL
AMENITIES. CONCIERGE. GREAT LOCATION.
ALESSANDRO BERTUCCI* 416.488.2875
AWARD WINNING BOUTIQUE BLDG – NIAGARA
STREET $1,795,000
SPACIOUS WELL DESIGNED 2 BDRM 2 BATH STE WITH
GORGEOUS SOUTH & EAST EXPOSURE. APPROX 1340
SF. GAS FPLCE. KITCHEN ISLAND. PKING. CONCIERGE
AND BBQ ON YOUR OWN BALCONY.
DAVID PERES* 416.488.2875

GLENHOLME AVE 1ST AD REGAL HEIGHTS BEAUTY
FOREST HILL ROAD – ARCHITECTURAL MASTERPIECE
$1,329,000
$6,749,000
LARGE DETACHED 4 BEDROOM HOME IDEAL
ART DECO RESIDENCE SET ON 100 FOOT SOUTH FACING FOR YOUR GROWING FAMILY. PRIVATE DRIVE.
LOT. UNIQUE DESIGN REFLECTS AND ERA OF ELEGANCE PARKING FOR 4 CARS. BEAUTIFUL GARDEN. LOVELY
35X110. CHILD FRIENDLY STREET. STEPS TO GREAT
& SOPHISTICATION. MAGNIFICENT POOL AND GARDEN. SCHOOLS, EXCITING SHOPS & RESTAURANTS & THE
WALK TO PRIVATE & PUBLIC SCHOOL.
WYCHWOOD BARNS.
PENNY FORTIER* KELLY KOELLNER* 416.488.2875
JULIE GOFMAN* 416.488.2875

THE CODE $1,099,000
BRAND NEW “VILLAGE” TOWNHOUSE LOCATED
ACROSS FROM WINSTON CHURCHILL PARK. TTC,
1265 SQ FT OF BRIGHT SPACE 2 BALCONIES, HIGH
CEILINGS, PARKING & AMENITIES.
RUSSELL PEARSALL* 416.488.2875

BROOKE AVE $2,949,000
WARM, ELEGANT & INVITING; COFFERED CEILINGS,
HARDWOOD ON MAIN, 3 FPLCES, WINE CELLAR,
SALTWATER POOL & MORE. 4 SPACIOUS BDRMS.
LARGE EAT-IN KITCHEN. SKYLIT BRKFST NOOK. DBL
GAR. POOL CABANA & MORE.
PAUL GOLDENBERG* 416.488.2875

“B” STREET CONDO! $899,900
TRENDY BLOOR/BATHURST LOCATION. APPROX
800 SF PLUS BALCONY. 2 BDRMS 2 BATHS. F/C
WINDOWS. OPEN CONCEPT KITCHEN WITH ISLAND.
6 APPLIANCES. GREAT AMENITIES INCL CONCIERGE.
JONATHAN GOLDBERG * 416.488.2875

SOLD

EXCLUSIVE PRESTIGIOUS ROSEMARY LANE! $6,988,000
STATELY STONE FACADE! ALL ROOMS OVERSIZED WITH
HIGH CEILINGS! IMPRESSIVE 70’X140’ LOT! DOUBLE GARAGE
WITH WALK-IN TO HOUSE. HOMES LIKE THIS DO NOT COME
UP OFTEN...CLOSE TO SCHOOLS & TRANS
CATHY KWINTER* 416.488.2875
OLD FOREST HILL ROAD $5,895,000
BEAUTIFUL 3-STOREY HOME LARGE PRINCIPAL ROOMS,
GORGEOUS KITCHEN AND FAMILY RM, 5 + 1 BEDROOMS
LARGE MASTER WITH ENSUITE, AND DRESSING RM. CLOSE
TO PRIVATE SCHOOLS, SHOPS AND RESTAURANTS. PERFECT
FOR ENTERTAINING.
CARI COGAN* 416.488.2875

CENTRAL
BEAUTIFULLY UPDATE SIDE SPLIT NOW $1,759,000
SPACIOUS & BRIGHT. GREAT PRINCIPAL ROOMS. 4+ BDRMS
5 BATHS. COMPLETE LOWER LEVEL SUITE INCLUDES NEW
BATH, KITCHEN BDRM & LIVING RM. LARGE GDN. CEDAR
DECK & PATIO DBLE GARAGE
IRMA WEISZ ** 416.488.2875
WOLSELEY ST TRINITY-BELLWOODS $939,000
QUEEN W. GEM. FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITY.
RENOVATED URBAN OASIS. OPEN CONCEPT. COOKS
KITCHEN. 2+ BDRMS 2 BATHS. LANDSCPD GARDEN.
GARAGE. PARKING OFF LANE.
RENA BADER* 416.488.2875
17 OTTER CRES. OPEN HOUSE WKND 2-4$1,850,000
CHIC & SOPHISTICATED RICHARD WENGLE DESIGN &
RENO. 3 BDRMS, FINISHED L-LVL, 2 RENO’D BATHS – MARBLE
FINISHES – DREAM KITCHEN – S/S APPLS, FRENCH DOORS
TO GORGEOUS GDN. PRIVATE DRIVE. OUTSTANDING TURN
- KEY PROPERTY. PREPARE TO BE WOWED!
CHERYL SNIDERMAN* 416.488.2875

24 WELLESLEY ST W. UNIT 507 $1950/MONTH LARGE 1
BED + DEN AT BAY & WELLSLEY
UPDATED. DEN CAN BE USED AS 2ND BED. 1.5 BATH.
MINUTES TO TTC, UOFT & HOSPITAL DISTRICT.
DAVID BIRNBAUM * 416-785-1500

LEASED

27 BRUNEL COURT TH 6 $4,200/MONTH
RENOVATED TOWNHOUSE @ ROGERS CENTRE 3+1
BEDROOM, 2 CAR PARKING. ROOF TOP TERRACE.
1725 SQ.FT
DAVID BIRNBAUM * 416-785-1500

LEASED

LYTTON BLVD - $6,900
ELEGANT 3 STOREY 4 BDRM. FAMILY RM & LIBRARY &
STUDY ON MAIN RECENT RENO’S & UPDATES. MOVE
RIGHT IN.
GARY MITCHELL** 416.488.2875
NEWLY BUILT LOWER LVL APT IMMED $1,400
1 BR 1 BATH. LAUNDRY. PRIVATE ACCESS. FINE FINISHES.
GARY MITCHELL** 416.488.2875

OUT OF TOWN
PRIME LOWER VILLAGE GATE 1ST AD $1,295,000
NEW LISTING - 39 HILLHURST BLVD. $2,875,000
UPDATED SPACIOUS 2 BDRM 2 BATH SOUTH FACING
WONDERFUL FAMILY HOME LOVINGLY MAINTAINED, CONDO. OPEN LIVING/DINING RMS, EAT-IN KIT
SOUTH FACING 50X134’ LOT. 4+1 BDRM, 3 BATHS, HDWD
WITH ADDITIONAL WALL OF CUPBOARDS. 2 WALKFLOORS, LG PRINCIPLE RMS, UPDATED KITCHEN & BATHS.
PRIVATE DRIVE/DOUBLE CAR GARAGE. ALLENBY/NT OUTS TO OPEN BALC. HARDWOOD FLRS. APPROX
1535 SF. PARKING & LOCKER. 24 HRS GATEHOUSE.
SCHOOL DISTRICT. A MUST SEE!
EXCEPTIONAL!
ALAN FELDBERG & RAQUEL FELDBERG. THE
FELDBERG TEAM* 416-785-1500
MARILYN MERRICK* SAUL MERRICK* 416.488.2875
1ST AD 155 MARLEE AVE #708 SUNDAY 2-4 $499,900
ESTATE SALE - 2 BDRM CONDO. BALCONY. OVER 1000
SF. PARQUET PKG. GOOD AMENITIES.
TOM STERN * 416.488.2875

267 CHAPLIN CRES. GORGEOUS CUSTOM RESIDENCE
ON THE “BELT-LINE” WEEKEND 2-4 $4,195,000
MAGNIFICENT FINISHES & MILLWORK COMPLIMENT THIS
4+BDRM. GOURMET CHEF’S KITCHEN, CENTRE ISLAND,
SERVERY & PANTRY. FAMILY RM & W/O TO LARGE DECK.
STUNNING MSTR SUITE WICC & SPA-LIKE ENS. FABULOUS
L-LVL: DOG WASH, MUD RM, REC RM & W/O.
JULIE GOFMAN* 416-488-2875

FOR LEASE
230 QUEENS QUAY W. UNIT 2512 $2700/MONTH 2 BED
@ QUEENS QUAY & SIMCOE
INCREDIBLE UNOBSTRUCTED LAKE/CITY VIEWS,
PARKING, 980 SQFT.
DAVID BIRNBAUM * 416-785-1500

NORTH
ONE ST. THOMAS SUITE 9D $1,879,000
ONE OF THE MOST DESIRABLE ADDRESSES THE
CITY HAS TO OFFER!! FIRST CLASS AMENITIES AND
CONCIERGE SERVICE. FABULOUS ONE BEDROOM,
TWO BATH, WALK OUT TO PRIVATE TERRACE.
TOULA COUSENS** 416-785-1500

CONDO
YONGE/STEELES – SPACIOUS CORNER UNIT $485,888
INCREDIBLE VALUE. FRESHLY PAINTED 3 BDRM 2
BTH UNIT. FRESHLY PAINTED. NEW FLOORS THRU
OUT. WALK IN INSUITE LOCKER. PARKING. MINS TO
TRANSIT, PARKS, REC CENTRE.
BONNIE SINGER** 416.488.2875

33 BREWSLAND CRES. SUN2-4 RAVINE PROPERTY IN
DESIRABLE THORNLEA THORNHILL AREA IN MARKHAM
$2,379,800 WONDERFUL 4+2 BDRM, 5 BATH FAMILY
HOME MAGNIFICIENT RAVINE VIEWS. STUNNING
RENO’D GOURMET KITCHEN WITH CENTRE ISLAND,
GRANITE & OVERSIZED BRKFST AREA. MAIN FLR
FEATURES FAM. RM & FIREPLACE, OFFICE WITH BUILTINS, LAUNDRY & GARAGE ENTRANCE. 6 SKYLIGHTS,
TRAVERTINE MARBLE FLOORS & FINISH LOWER
LEVEL PLUS WO. JOYCE ROSENBLATT* 416.488.2875

YONGE/ST CLAIR – SPECTACULAR PENTHSE $2,599,000
‘THE CARLYLE’ ON DELISLE APPROX 2265 SF.
LUXURIOUS 2 BDRM & FAMILY RM PLUS DEN. LARGE
MSTR STE – SUMPTUOUS ENS – MASSIVE TERRACE 85 SANIBEL CRES $2,985,000
– 500 SF – PANORAMIC VIEWS, GAS FPLCE, 2 PKG, 2 NESTLED ON ONE OF THORNHILL’S MOST EXCLUSIVE
LOCKERS, AMENITIES.
STREETS. EXEC SPACIOUS. 4225 SF ELEGANT 5 BDRM
HOWARD LENDE* 416.488.2875
4 BTH. PROFESSIONALLY DECORATED. MATURE
LANDSCAPED SECLUDED GDN.
SLEEK CONTEMPORARY B STREET RESIDENCES –
KELLY LAZAR* DAVID WAGMAN* 416.488.2875
LOCATED OFF LORETTO LANE $899,900
SPACIOUS OPEN CONCEPT MAIN FLR – PRIVATE
TERRACE – QUARTZ ISLAND WITH WINE FRIDGE PRIME THORNHILL TOWNHOME!
IN KITCHEN. 3 BDRMS – MASTER ENS DBLE SINKS. BEAUTIFULLY RENOVATED + IMPECCABLY
HARDWOOD FLRS. POT LIGHTS. HIGH CEILINGS. MAINTAINED 2 ST TOWNHOME W/ 3BDRMS + 2
PARKING. AMENITIES INCL CONCIERGE, FITNESS BATHS. STRATEGICALLY LOCATED, NOT BACKING OR
FRONTING ONTO OTHER HOMES!
CENTRE, VISITOR PKG & MORE
LINA PORRETTA** FRANKIE PORRETTA** 416.488.2875
CALL PATTI POLLOCK* 416-226-1987

SOLD

LAKESHORE RD W – ORO – MEDONTE $1,998,000
PRIME LAKE SIMCOE WATERFRONT. 3+ BDRMS FOUR
SEASONS ‘COTTAGE’ IS JUST AN HOUR FROM TORONTO!
104 FEET OF FRONTAGE – SOUTH-EAST EXPOSURE.
SANDY BEACH. 1 BDROOM BUNKIE. DBLE GARAGE.
KELLY LAZAR* DAVID WAGMAN* 416.488.2875
UXBRIDGE - 63 ACRE FARM $3,300,000
PERFECTLY LOCATED BETWEEN UXBRIDGE &
STOUVILLE. CUSTOM LARGE HOME, WORKSHOP,
BARN. STREAM & TRAILS. PRIVACY ASSURED. CLOSE
TO TOWN. A MUST SEE.
JOANNE LAKE* 416.488.2875
WYNDANCE ESTATES – EXCLUSIVE GATED
COMMUNITY – UXBRIDGE $1,948,000
SET ON BEAUTIFUL 106X200 LOT. EXQUISITE 3 BDRM
3 BATH SPRAWLING BUNGALOW. OPEN CONCEPT,
UPGRADED, DREAM KITCHEN & RESORT LIKE GDN
BOUSTING POOL, HOT TUB, GAS FIRE PIT CABANA
WITH BBQ & MORE. EXCEPTIONAL.
RAMIN KHAZE* 416.488.2875
KING CITY ESTATE 1ST TIME OFFERED FOR SALE
$4,800,000
ELEGANT ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGNED REGENCY
STYLE HOME ON OVER 15 ACRES; ENJOY VISTAS
OVER ROLLING HILLS; MAIN RES 3+1 BED, 4 BATH +
GUEST/LIVE IN 2BR/ 1 BATH APT; CUSTOM PANELLING,
DESIGNER DÉCOR, MATURE LANDSCAPING PONDS+++
PHYLLIS MCCRAE* 416.488.2875

OPEN HOUSE
200 BLOOR STREET SUITE 505 SAT/SUN 2-4PM
SIMON GHOMESHI* (416) 975-5588
18 HARBOUR STREET SUITE 1111 SAT 2-4PM
ANNA KOSTIC* (416) 975-5588
155 MARLEE, UNIT 708 SUNDAY 2-4
TOM STERN* 416-488-2875
37 TULLAMORE - SAT 2-4PM
DEBI STONE* 416-785-1500
267 CHAPLIN CRES. WEEKEND 2-4
JULIE GOFMAN* 416-488-2875
21 TARLTON RD. WEEKEND 2-4
JULIE GOFMAN* 416-488-2875
39 HILLHURST BLVD. SATURDAY 2:30-4:30PM
ALAN FELDBERG* AND RAQUEL FELDBERG* 416-785-1500
17 OTTER CRES. WKND 2-4PM
CHERYL SNIDERMAN* 416-488-2875
33 BREWSLAND CRES
JOYCE ROSENBLATT* 416-488-2875

YOUR PROPERTY… OUR PRIORITY.

Forest Hill is proud to present a large advertisement
in the Epoch Times each month. Published in 21
languages and 35 countries, Epoch Times provides well-sourced stories through original Chineselanguage reporting. Freedom of the press and humanity are the foundation of Epoch Times,
providing uncensored news to a people immersed in propaganda and censorship in China.

Muskoka Shiny Sheet
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Forest Hill is proud to present the Muskoka Shiny Sheet, an original publication disseminated
across Muskoka and the surrounding areas.
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MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
Multiple Listings Search (MLS) systems facilitate
successful transactions. MLS helps listing brokers
find cooperative representatives working with
Buyers to help sell their clients’ homes. Without
the collaborative incentive of the existing MLS,
brokers would create their own separate systems of
cooperation, fragmenting rather than consolidating
property information.
MLS is a powerful force for listing competition. It
levels the playing field so that even the smallest
brokerage in town can compete with the biggest
multi-state firm. Buyers and sellers can work with
the professional of their choice, confident that they
have access to the largest pool of properties for
sale in the marketplace. Forest Hill Real Estate Inc.
is proud to offer listings on MLS, in an efficient and
comprehensive manner.

All clients are provided with top quality marketing
strategies, presentation packages, and listing material.
Forest Hill Realtors do not have to outsource their
listing material as we offer in-house custom feature
sheets.
Feature Sheets are beneficial as they provide buyers
with a user-friendly detailed booklet of the property.
The individual can take these booklets home and
refer back to them for any inquiries or specifications.
Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. proudly offers this
marketing method to all Forest Hill listings. Feature
sheets are integral, as they simplify listing details in
an organized and concise layout to the benefit of any
potential buyer.
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LUXURY REAL ESTATE
For over a decade, Forest Hill Real Estate has been building
a strong relationship with the world-renowned Who’s
Who in Luxury Real Estate. A worldwide collection of top
brokers representing the finest luxury properties across
the globe, Who’s Who in Luxury Real Estate has been
leading the real estate industry since 1986. This handselected group of more than 130,000 professionals
with properties in more than 70 countries
collectively sells over $300 billion of real
estate annually, making it the most
elite and comprehensive luxury
real estate network in the
world.
Known in the industry since
1986, Who’s Who in Luxury
Real Estate is a professional
collective of the finest residential
real estate firms around the
world, offering access to
multi-million dollar properties
internationally. To be eligible for
membership, firms and brokers
must list and sell in the top 10
percent of their market and
demonstrate expertise in the
marketing and sale of luxury
properties.
Who’s Who in Luxury Real Estate’s
global network is showcased on
LuxuryRealEstate.com, which remains
the #1 portal for luxury properties on
the web and has more $1,000,000+
content than any near-peer. The company
has been recognized as a leader in the industry by Forbes, The Webby Awards, Web Marketing
Association, Maggie Awards, ADDY Awards, the Inc. 5000 List, and more.
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LEVERAGE GLOBAL PARTNERS
In 2014, Forest Hill Real Estate became the exclusive representative for Leverage Global Partners, a unique
network that aligns the most prestigious independent luxury real estate firms around the world. With
one exclusive member per community, Leverage Global Partners has created a unique global network
of professionals that serve the relocation and real estate portfolio needs of their clients, nationally and
internationally.
Exclusive Promotion Through the Award-Winning Website
Visitors conduct a location-based search for Ontario, Canada and are then directed to the Leverage landing
page for Forest Hill Real Estate, the exclusive Partner firm. In just one click from the Leverage landing page,
visitors are directed to our company website where all details of your property are available to view. There
are select opportunities for properties to be featured directly on the Leverage website.
Social Media Expertise
With a robust digital strategy, Leverage tactfully promotes luxury properties to an audience of more than
37,000 followers on multiple social media channels. There are select opportunities for properties to be
featured in Leverage social and editorial promotions.
Global Exposure Through Local Market Expert
The Leverage Network covers more than 163 national and international markets and is comprised of 295
offices with more than 5,700 vetted brokers and agents, representing qualified buyers all over the world. The
combined sales volume of Leverage Partner firms exceeds $27 billion annually.
Network Connections
According to the National Association of Realtors®, 88% of home Buyers purchased their home through a
real estate broker. In order to reach out-of-area home buyers, it is critical to have the most agile international
network at your disposal.
With Leverage, your property is marketed with the most innovative
strategies in real estate today.
When it comes to bringing your home to market, it is invaluable to have
the strongest and most agile international network at your disposal. As a
partner in Leverage, your agent has access to multiple avenues through
which your property’s profile can be maximized. Not only is Leverage
the fastest growing network of independent luxury real estate firms in
the world, it is the most innovative. With the most robust digital strategy
in the industry, we are able to tactfully promote properties like yours
on dominant outlets such as Facebook, Twitter and lnstagram and with
proprietary tools like Leverage Lookbook and our referral network “Just
Ask”, we cover all touch points for luxury Buyers and Sellers.
Welcome to the fastest-growing network of independent real estate
firms in the world, where brokers and their clients connect with success.

% OF HOME BUYERS WHO PURCHASED
THEIR HOME THROUGH A
REAL ESTATE BROKER
According to the National Association of Realtors’
2013 Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers.
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AGENCY RELATIONSHIP
Entering into a Buyer’s Broker Agreement
has countless advantages and will
serve to create a dedicated working
relationship with your Realtor®. When
you sign the agreement, you are
agreeing to hire a personal representative
who, by law, must represent your best
interests to the best of her/his ability.
A Buyer Broker’s fiduciary duty is to
the Buyer. All of this personal service is
available at absolutely no cost to you.

Typically the Seller is Responsible
for Paying your Realtor’s Fee
A Buyer’s Realtor® acts solely on behalf of the Buyer. The Buyer’s
Realtor® will always act in good faith, with loyalty and fidelity.
The Realtor® will negotiate on behalf of, and act as an advocate for, the Buyer.

Buyer Representation Agreement
Realtors® are required to have a contractual agreement with a Buyer before they can present an
offer. If a Realtor® is acting for Buyers and Buyers alone, this is called a Buyer Representation
Agreement. The brokerage will negotiate favourable terms, maintain confidentiality, and disclose
information.

Customer Service Agreement
In the Customer Service Agreement, the Realtor® does not have the same obligations. They
do not represent your interests in this transaction and may already have clients: the Sellers.
The Realtor’s® primary duties are to their client. In this agreement, a Realtor® will answer your
questions honestly and will disclose material facts.

Dual Agency
Dual agency in a real estate transaction means the listing broker represents both the seller
and the buyer in the same transaction. Both the Seller and the Buyer must agree to this
arrangement, and may decline a multiple representation scenario. Given the current market, this
occurs often and both parties will be well-apprised of its ramifications prior to offer preparation
and presentation.
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BUYER’S QUESTIONNAIRE
Basics
1. What is your price range?
2. When do you want to move into your new home?
3. Is this a first home purchase, a relocation, a move-up, a downsize, etc?
4. Will this be your primary residence or an investment property?
Current Home
1. What do you like about your current home?
2. What don’t you like about your current home?
Household
1. How many people are in your household? Who are they and what are their names?
2. Does your new home need to accommodate any special needs?
3. Do you have pets? How many and what are their weights?
4. Are there any other household considerations we should take into account in the home search?
Location
1. What location do you prefer? Do you need help determining a location?
2. Are there any secondary locations you would consider?
3. Do you need to be close to the subway, work, shops?
4. What other location considerations are important to you?
Exterior Features
1. What style of homes are you interested in?
2. What size yard are you looking for?
3. Do you want a pool?
4. Are you looking for a home with a garage?
5. What exterior features are important to you?
General Interior Features
1. How many stories do you prefer?
2. In general, how should the interior look (open, cozy, funky, etc…?)
3. How many bedrooms/bathrooms do you need?
4.	What other rooms in the home are important?
5. What other interior features are important to you?
6. What are five must-haves of your ideal home?
7. What amenities do you require?
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SHOWINGS
Your Realtor® will compile the information and criteria you are provided, and will supply listing
information for properties that match your needs. You will select properties of interest from the
listings provided to you, and your Realtor® will accompany you to view all properties.
Take a close look at each listing before deciding which ones you’d like to go see, but don’t wait
too long. When you see a listing that you really like, let your Realtor® know so that they can book
an appointment to show you the property.
When telling your agent to book an appointment, keep in mind that there are often restrictions.
Some properties may ask you to give 24-hour notice, or will only be available at certain times.
Critique each property carefully, and use the sheet below to keep notes on listings that catch your
interest. You will also be emailed all listings shown to you by your Realtor®.
Location:
Home is near:
New or Existing:
Price:
Garage:
Lot Size:
Style of home:
Bedrooms:
Bathrooms:
Living Room:
Fireplace:
Kitchen:
Dining Area:
Laundry Area:
Square Footage:
Notes:
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NEIGHBOURHOOD FACTORS
There are many factors to consider when selecting a neighbourhood that is right for you.
Neighbourhoods have characteristic personalities designed to suit certain people, such as single
people, growing families, two-career couples, or retirees.
You can always make changes to your house but you can never change its location. Most
home Buyers will already have a good idea of where they would like to live based on school
districts, work or other factors. However, it is important to do your research and scout of a few
neighbourhoods before making a decision.
Carefully examine how well other homes in the area are being maintained; are they painted, are
the yards well cared for; are parked cars in good condition. Pay attention to area amenities and
how well the common areas are kept.
Look for things like access to major thoroughfares, highways, and shopping. Listen for noise
created by commerce, roads, railways, public areas, schools, etc. Smell the air for adjacent
commerce or agriculture. Check with local civic, police, fire, and school officials to find
information about the area. Research things like soil and water. Look at traffic patterns around the
area during different times of the day and drive from the area to work.
After you have picked your favourite neighbourhoods, and you know your “must haves” and
“wants,” you can make a list of every home available that meets your criteria, and view those
homes.
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CONDOMINIUMS
Resale or Pre-Construction

Tarion Warranty

Making the decision whether to buy an older
condo or one that is in the pre-construction
phase can be a hard one. Older buildings will
offer more space for the dollar, but will have high
maintenance fees and may require renovations.
New buildings will have lower maintenance fees
but smaller space for the same price. Also new
buildings will usually have better amenities. As a
Buyer, you have to decide what works better for
you.

Tarion enrolls new homes for warranty coverage,
investigates illegal building practices, resolves
warranty disputes between builders and
homeowners, and promotes high standards
of construction among Ontario’s new home
builders. New homes with Tarion Warranty are
guaranteed to a standard.

Developer
The reputation of the developer is an integral
part of the buying process. Ask your Realtor®
and research the developer. Some developers
specialize in specific types of projects, whether
mid-rise or high-rise, luxury or affordable. It is
important to know the type of condo in which
your developer specializes.

High Floor vs. Low Floor
Usually higher floors command higher prices,
as they offer privacy and better views. The view
may be better on a higher floor but a great
view can increase the value and price of a unit.
Building access also varies between high and
lows floors. If easy access is a big deal to you,
then the podium level, eg. the first three to five
floors is a great choice. Elderly and restricted
mobility persons may also prefer a lower floor.
All buildings have accessibility units for sale. The
upper floors are a perfect choice if you value
peace and quiet, allowing you to avoid traffic
noise.

Amenities
Amenities benefit a property and thereby
increases its value. Tangible amenities can
include guest rooms, elevators, wi-fi, restaurants,
parks, communal areas, swimming pools, golf
courses, health club facilities, party rooms, etc

Deposit Schedule
When purchasing a pre-construction unit, the
builder will require periodical deposits. This will
be outlined in the first page of the Agreement.
Speak to your Realtor® and ensure you`re able
to fulfill the deposit schedule prior to signing.
Deposit schedules can be amended.

Maintenance Fees
The maintenance fee covers the operating
expenses for the building and usually includes
property taxes, building insurance, management
fees and common area upkeep.

Assignments
Although they can be complicated, assignment
sales are a great opportunity for both buyers
and sellers. An assignment is the sale of a
condominium during the occupancy period or
construction phase and prior to final closing or
registration of the development. The assignor

(Seller) assigns all of their rights and obligations
under their contract to the assignee (Buyer).
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INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Home Flipping

Costs

Some investors choose to purchase a home
and renovate or rebuild it. You will want to buy
a home in a great location, fix it up, and sell it at
a profit as quickly as possible.

When you estimate the cost of any job, experts
advise that you add 20% to the final estimate.

Value

Expert house flippers can’t stress this enough.
Find a home in desirable neighbourhood, or in
a city where people want to live. Look for areas
with rising real estate sales and employment
growth.

Make sure the price of the home is below its
value in the local market. Try to buy the worst
house in a great neighbourhood, versus the
best house in a lousy neighbourhood. The
worst house in a great neighbourhood has
nowhere to go but up in a value, due to the
value of other homes in the area.

Good Schools

Rental Income

Homes in a desirable school district sell more
quickly.

A wise investment is often the purchase of
a property with the intention of leasing to a
Tenant. In this form of investment, your Tenant
will pay you monthly rent, which can be paid
towards your mortgage, or retained as income.
However, you take on the responsibilities and
challenges of a Landlord. In addition, you must
have a down payment of at least 20% when
you buy a second property.

Sold Listings

The Right Fixes
A home with old carpet and wallpaper may be
easy, and inexpensive to update. A house that
needs a roof replacement or needs rewiring,
requires some serious time and cash to update.
Make sure you know which updates and repairs
you can afford to fix, which repairs you can’t
afford, and which home improvements will
increase the selling price of the house.

Walk Score
A large-scale, public access walkability index
that assigns a numerical walkability score
to any property in Canada. This numerical
value is indicative of the walkability of the
neighbourhood, and its proximity to various
amenities.

Buying and Selling in the
Same Market
As long as you buy and sell almost
simultaneously under similar market conditions,
the state of the market is almost irrelevant.

* All statements are for reference and guideline purposes only and are subject to change.
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COMPARATIVE MARKET ANALYSIS
When you find a home and are ready to make an offer, your Realtor® will perform a Comparative
Market Analysis (CMA). This report compares the subject with other properties that are currently
listed and recently sold to help you formulate your offer.

The Following Factors Could Impact Price
•
•
•
•

Condition of home
New home improvements
Market conditions
Seller’s motivation

Compare Properties
Discuss each home you see with your Realtor®, and provide candid feedback. Your expectations
and the marketplace will begin to converge, and your Realtor® will be able to adjust certain
parameters such as location and features in order to present you with alternatives.

Standard Comparative Market Analysis Reports Contain the Following Data:
Active Listings
Active listings are homes currently for sale. These listings matter only to the extent that they are
your competition as Buyers.

Sold Listings
Homes that have sold within six months are your best comparables.

Expired Listings
This group will reflect poor pricing strategy, as they did not sell and were probably unreasonably
priced.

Examining Comparable Sales
•
•
•
•

Similar square footage
Similar age of construction
Similar amenities, upgrades and condition
Location
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OFFER AND NEGOTIATIONS
Prepare an Offer

Home Inspection Condition

Formulate an offer with your Realtor® on
the property of your choice and prepare to
negotiate with the Seller. You can include any
terms you like, however the more you add, the
more likely the Seller is to reject the offer.

A clause stipulating that a professional
consultation will determine the present
condition of the home’s major systems.

Price
The market will determine the final price, but
your Realtor® will help you formulate an offer
based on comparable listings and sales.

Bully Offer or Pre-Emptive Offer
A bully offer is when the seller has set a date for
accepting offers and an offer is submitted prior
to that date.

Multiple Offers
Receiving more than one offer for a listing.

Closing Date
This is the date when ownership changes
hands. Flexibility on the closing date can give
a Buyer an advantage and may allow you to
negotiate more favourable terms.

Inclusions/Exclusions
A detailed list of what is and is not included in
the purchase of the home should be written in
the offer

Counter Offers
An offer made in response to the original offer.

Negotiations
Once your offer has been presented to the
Seller the negotiating process begins. Your
Realtor® will guide you through the process.

Conditions
Conditions stipulate that you will buy the home
subject to waiving the condition within the
timeframe stated in the offer.

Financing Condition
This clause stipulates that you will buy the
home subject to obtaining a mortgage.
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MORTGAGE & CLOSING
A mortgage is a loan used to buy a property.
How much interest you pay depends on 4 factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How much you borrow (the principal)
The interest rate on the loan
How long you take to pay it back (the amortization period)
Frequency of payments

Down Payment
The minimum down payment to purchase a home in Ontario is subject to the purchase price of the
home. The down payment can be borrowed if the applicant’s income is sufficient to support both
the initial and the mortgage lending.
• If the purchase price is less than $500,000, the minimum down payment is 5%.
• If the purchase price is between $500,000 and $999,999, the minimum down payment is 5% of
the first $500,000, and 10% of any amount over $500,000.
• If the purchase price is $1,000,000 or more, the minimum down payment is 20%.
In addition to the down payment, you may be required to confirm that you can cover costs incurred
to close your purchase.

Understanding Mortgage Approval
It is recommended that all Buyers get pre-approved for a mortgage. The pre-approval process can
start anywhere up to 360 days before buying a home.
The interest rate can usually be held for 120 to 360 days. When it comes to new construction, many
lenders will extend that pre-approval time to fit the construction schedule. Pre-approval is the first
step to getting a mortgage, it typically doesn’t take that long to complete, and will allow the Buyer
to eliminate the financing condition.

Typical Closing Costs
•
•
•
•
•
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Legal costs – usually $1200-1500
Inspection fees – approximately $500
Appraisal fees – usually near $300
Insurance on the property and mortgage applicant
Land Transfer Tax

* Speak to your mortgage consultant for up to date rates and stipulations.
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INSURANCE
Basic home insurance packages for home and condo owners cover three main areas: buildings,
contents and liability. In condominiums, the condo company provides insurance for everything
from the drywall to the outside.

Buildings
Covers your house and other buildings on the property. Examples: garage, workshop.

Contents
Covers replacement of your belongings, usually up to 70% of the amount you insure your house
for.

Liability
Covers any claims against you if someone is hurt or killed while on your property.

What Protection Do You Need?
Many people choose only theft, fire, lightning, windstorm, hail and certain types of water damage.
You can also get coverage for everything from sewer backups, to earthquakes, to losing all the
food in your freezer during a power outage. But remember — you will pay more for any extra
coverage.

Personal Possessions
The amount you need to cover your personal possessions depends on their value. Create a
record of everything you own, the date when you bought it, what it cost, and what it may cost to
replace the item now. Take photos or videos. Add up the value of everything you want to insure.
The more you cover, the more you’ll pay.
Your basic home insurance may not cover the full value of costly items like fine art, jewellery or a
boat. Or it may not cover them at all. Make sure it states clearly what extra items you are covering
and for how much.

Tenant Insurance
Often condo landlords will require tenants to have at least $1,000,000 in liability insurance.
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TAX REFUNDS
Land Transfer Tax (LTT) Refund
You may receive a refund from the Ontario government of up to $2,000 of the land transfer tax you
paid on your first home. Here’s how it works:
• You cannot have previously owned a home, or an interest in a home, anywhere in the world.
• Your spouse cannot have owned a home, or an interest in a home anywhere while they were
your spouse.
• You may receive the refund at the time you register your home purchase. If not, you must apply
for it no later than 18 months after the registration date.

First-time Home Buyers’ Tax Credit (HBTC)
You or your spouse can claim this tax credit on your annual income tax return. The credit is based
on an amount of $5,000. To calculate, multiply the lowest personal income tax rate for the year
(15% in 2011 and 2012) by $5,000. For these years, the maximum credit is $750. Here’s how it works:
You or your spouse must have acquired a qualifying home acquired after January 27, 2009.
You cannot have lived in another home owned by you or your spouse in the year you buy your first
home – or in any of the 4 preceding years.

First-Time Home Buyers’ Tax Credit (HBTC)
You or your spouse can claim the $5,000 HBTC. The maximum credit is $750 ($5,000 x 15%, the
lowest personal tax rate). To qualify you or your spouse must have acquired a qualifying home after
January 27, 2009. You can’t have lived in another home owned by you or your spouse in the year
you buy your first home – or in any of the 4 previous years.

Home Accessibility Tax Credit (HATC)
Beginning in the 2016 tax year, there is a new non-refundable tax credit on up to $10,000 of eligible
expenditures (for a maximum credit of $1,500) to renovate a home to make it more accessible, or
to improve mobility within the home, for seniors 65 and over who are entitled to claim the Disability
Tax Credit.

Principal Residence Exemption
You won’t pay tax on any money you make when you sell your principal residence. You don’t have
to report the sale on your tax return. If prices go down and you lose money selling your home, you
can’t claim the loss on your tax return.
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* This information is subject to change
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THINGS TO CONSIDER
WHEN YOU MOVE
Sort and Purge

Separate Valuables

Go through every room of your house and
decide what you’d like to keep and what you
can get rid of. Think about whether any items
will require special packing or extra insurance
coverage. Select a moving company, or your
Realtor® can refer you.

Add items such as jewelry and important files
to a safe box that you’ll personally transport to
your new home. Make sure to put the mover’s
estimate in this box. You’ll need it for reference
on moving day.

Notify Important Parties

Order Supplies
Order boxes and other supplies such as tape,
bubble wrap, and permanent markers. Don’t
forget to order specialty containers, such as
dish barrels or wardrobe boxes.

Change your address with the post office,
mail order subscriptions, driver’s license, work,
friends, and family. Ask a close neighbour to
look out for mail after you’ve moved.

Pack Your Suitcases

Take Measurements
Check room dimensions at your new home,
if possible, and make sure larger pieces of
furniture will fit through the door.

Aim to finish your general packing a few days
before your moving date. Then pack suitcases
for everyone in the family with enough clothes
to wear for a few days.

Choose Your Mover

Defrost the Freezer

Select a company and get written confirmation
of your moving date, costs, and other details.

If your refrigerator is moving with you, make
sure to empty, clean, and defrost it at least 24
hours before moving day.

Begin Packing
Start packing the things that you use most
infrequently. While packing, note items of
special value that might require additional
insurance from your moving company.

Label
Clearly label and number each box with its
contents and the room it’s destined for. This
will help you to keep an inventory of your
belongings. Pack and label “essentials” boxes of
items you’ll need right away.

Reconfirm the Arrangements
Reconfirm the moving company’s arrival time
and other specifics and make sure you have
prepared exact, written directions to your new
home for the staff. Include contact information,
such as your cell phone number. Before the
movers leave, sign the bill of landing/inventory
list and keep a copy.
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TORONTO REAL ESTATE
For over 15 years the growth in the Greater Toronto Area, specifically in the real estate industry, has been
unprecedented in both size and scope. Our thriving market has continuously flourished, seeing the construction
of over 46,000 high-rise condominium and 5.1 million square feet of office space in 2014.
Toronto is a city of neighborhoods, most on tree-lined streets within close proximity to schools, shops and
public transportation. Toronto is home to the finest universities, museums, hospitals and entertainment. We pride
ourselves on our diversity and celebrate our cultural mosaic with festivals, parades, wonderful authentic dining
and unique cultural events.
In fact our new condominium division, Forest Hill New Developments, participates in new residential building
development by marketing and selling pre-construction properties for luxury developers and selling close to
$100 Million in pre-construction condos.
The Toronto Region’s population base is one of the fastest growing in Canada. New housing and
accommodations are perpetually on the rise, with 40% of Toronto youth, between 18 and 25, moving to their
city within the last five years for school, work, or a better life. Compared to other Canadian cities, Toronto’s
shown unparalleled development with a population increase of 28.65% in the last 15 years, and nearly one in five
Canadians living in the Greater Toronto Area.

Canada’s Top 10 CMAs Ranked by Population and Projected Population Growth, 2014–2019
2019

AVERAGE
ANNUAL
CHANGE
2014-2019

AVERAGE
ANNUAL %
CHANGE
2014-2019

6,552,370

7,096,202

108,766

1.6

MONTREAL, QC

4,186,281

4,473,317

57,407

1.3

3

VANCOUVER, BC

2,483,571

2,707,138

44,713

1.7

4

CALGARY, AB

1,499,616

1,670,946

34,266

2.2

5

EDMONTON, AB

1,355,671

1,487,085

26,283

1.8

6

OTTAWA-GATINEAU, ON-QC

1,279,928

1,399,934

24,001

1.8

7

QUEBEC CITY, QC

796,452

853,495

11,409

1.4

8

WINNIPEG, MB

708,765

742,707

6,788

0.9

9

HAMILTON, ON

554,172

599,560

9,078

1.6

10

KITCHENER-WATERLOO, ON

543,980

592,889

9,782

1.7

2019
RANK

CENSUS
METROPOLITAN AREA

2014

1

TORONTO, ON

2

In the City of Toronto, the average price for a detached home in December 2016 was $1,286,605,
semi-detached houses sold at an average of $808,920, average townhouse price was $662,959, and an
average price of a condo apartment was $466,592.
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As indicated by the above statistics, Toronto is a vibrant, safe, cosmopolitan city. It attracts a young
upwardly mobile professional and educated demographic. These factors, combined with it’s distinctive
features, have contributed to Toronto’s consistent inclusion on the The Economist’s list of the “Best
places in the World To Live”, ranking number one in 2015!
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THANK YOU!
Congratulations! The decision to buy real property is an exciting one. I would like to thank you for
allowing Forest Hill Real Estate Inc. Yorkville the opportunity to present our strategy for success.
I am confident we will assist you in purchasing with the utmost care and diligence. When you
choose Forest Hill Yorkville, you are not only working with a skilled team of professionals and
capable administrative staff, you are hiring a team that is invested in you.
We pride ourselves on creating long lasting relationships with our clients. Our utmost goal is
to help our Buyers make wise real estate decisions. In doing this we are honest, forthright, and
realistic. Communication is the key to success when working together as a team.
We offer our clients the highest level of service by providing an in-depth analysis of your needs
contrasted with the current market. You will also be provided ongoing research and relevant
market updates.
We are devoted to utilizing our expertise to ensure a successful transaction. Thank you for
entrusting your next purchase to our seasoned team.
Please contact me with any inquiries you may have.

Best Regards,

Catherine Himelfarb-Borden
Branch Manager, Sales Representative
Forest Hill Real Estate Inc.
Yorkville
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